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correspondingly. The experimental spectrum of SHG in the 1st
order of periodical poling (shown in Fig.1) demonstrated an
excellent agreement with expected characteristics of the
periodical poling. )LJVKRZV6+*VSHFWUXPLQWKHò-order of
periodical poling with a maximum SHG efficiency at 675 nm.
The inset demonstrates the square dependence of the SHG
power on pump power. The GHPRQVWUDWHG µUHG¶ shift of SHG
generation LQ WKH ò-order paves the way for a substantial
expansion of the tuning range of the visible periodically-poled
diode-pumped laser sources.

Frequency doubling of the infrared (IR) laser diode
radiation seems to be one of the most interesting aproaches for
visible laser generation especially in wavelength ranges unreachable for µdirect¶ diodes [1]. The utilization of a waveguided
periodically-poled (PP) [2] crystal can provide high efficiency
of the second harmonic generation (SHG) above 50% [3] even
with spatially-imperfect laser diode radiation. However, despite
the demonstrated higher-order and multimode phase matching
[4] techniques, the achieved to date SHG tunabilty does not
match extremely broad tunability of IR semiconductor lasers.
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Fig.2. SHG power in ò-order of periodical poling (black squares) and pump
power (red triangles) vs wavelength. Inset shows SHG power vs pump power.

In summary, we demonstrated second harmonic generation
in a periodically-poled lithium niobate crystal with a ò-order of
periodical poling. The utilization of the fractional poling period
made it possible to extend the tuning range of the second
harmonc generation to the long-wavelength range.
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Abstract ² We demonstrate second harmonic generation in a
diode-pumped periodically-poled lithium niobate crystal with a
fractional poling period.
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Fig.1. SHG power in the 1st order of periodical poling (black squares) and pump
power (red triangles) vs wavelength. Inset shows SHG power vs pump power.
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With conventional periodical poling, its wave vector compensates the mismatch of the wave vectors of photons of SHG
and fundamental waves. With the recently proposed fractional
order of periodical poling [5], the mismatch of the wave vectors
of m pairs of fundamental photons and m SHG photons is
compensated by p wave vectors of the PP lattice in a nonlinear
crystal. This may result QRWRQO\LQWKHµUHG¶VKLIWRIWKH6+*
wavelength, but also in p/m extension of the SHG tuning range
when applied with the multimode phase matching technique.
For the experimental demonstration of the SHG in the
fractional order, we used a bulk lithium niobate crystal
periodically poled for SHG at a wavelength of 530 nm. The
crystal was pumped by two broadly tunable IR laser diodes
covering wavelength ranges corresponding to the 1st DQG òorder of periodical poling: 1000-1100 nm and 1260-1380 nm,
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